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By Yunus S Saliu

resolve the transport
border problem

Attending the Janjangbureh Kankurang Festival three times at

between the two unions.

a roll, since it was rebranded in 2018, the vice president of

Omar Ceesay who

Naturefriends International has described the kankurang

spoke in a voice

tradition as a true and deeply moving expression of local

interview said: “we are

culture in Senegal and Gambia which ensures order, justice,

not going to relent […]

and collection of complex know-how.
Delivering statement on behalf of the President of the
Naturefriends International at the official opening of the 3rd
edition of the festival held in the island of Janjangbureh on
Friday, 17th January, Mamadou Mbodji expressed that on this
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occasion young circumcised boys are to learn the rules of
behavior and order in their community, the secrets of plants
and their medicinal values and hunting techniques.
He noted that it is a tradition that empowers the young people
of Mandika in order to enforce the rules set out by their society
and also “an expression of a common culture in order to live in
peace with nature and other humans.
Looking at a global level, he said there is need for global culture
of sustainability saying “the western style of living has already
lost this culture.”
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SIC president
blames Gambia’s
problem on
politicians
( February 19, 2020

) thevoice

Mr Mbodji expressed that Africans have culture of speed, thus,

By Binta Jaiteh President

“getting more and more of greediness, of exploitation without

of Supreme Islamic

respect of nature and other creatures.”

Council has blamed
Gambia’s problem on

He identified money and capital as economy dominant values

politicians and their

of the western society and the climate crisis and the plastic

political activities. Imam

litter all over the world is a result of this western culture which is

Momodou Lamin Touray

unfortunately now threatening the entire world.

was testifying before

“The African people are also deeply suffering from the drastic
climate change although their own contribution to this change
might be very low,” he noted.
He therefore expressed his movement’s delight for having
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organizational branches “in Africa – for example in Senegal,

own interests.” “I appeal

Togo and newest in The Gambia since September 2019.” Giving

to the Gambian people

the background of the movement he said the Naturefriends

[…]

International was founded 125 years ago in Vienna, Austria and
is celebrating this year its 125th Anniversary.
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Department of
Social Welfare to
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A special Cabinet
Session presided over
by His Excellency,
President Adama
Barrow today discussed
and adopted three
important papers,
including an $80million

December 5, 2018

loan agreement that

) thevoice

targets over 40, 000

Sheikh Tijan Nyang,
the principal of the
Institute for Travel
and Tourism of The

households, and a
$29.8million rice value
chain project. The
session also adopted
-a
Cabinet Paper and the
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after losing in a 2016 improve mobility for Gambia (ITTOG) has

operationalisation of a

presidential

child protection and said that, the

single treasury account

election. Speaking

handing over was

appointment of

(STA) for government.

to Fatou Sonko at

held at the Central

unqualified non-

[…]

APRC Jammeh

Medical Store in

Gambians in hotels

return protest at

Kotu. Fatou Kinteh

and other key areas

Sukuta traffic light

Minister of Women

of the industry need

on Thursday said:

Affairs, Children and to be looked into. He

“Yahya Jammeh will Social Welfare said

argued that if

surely […]

Gambia has

the vehicle and […]
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export to Saudi
Arabia then
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∠ Senegal’s Transport
Union Boss Says
Country is at Faults
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